Sabah committed in lifting education

Barnard Yaang
KOTA KINABALU: Chief Minister Datuk Seri Musa Aman on Wednesday said the State's premier higher learning institute Universiti Malaysia Sabah (UMS) is important to the rapid development taking place in the State.

This is evident, he said, ever since UMS was formed where Sabah's development and progress moved in tandem to cater for the economic and social needs of the students.

"Its positive implication also has given value add and enhancement to the standard of living and economy of the society around it," he said at the UMS' new intake pledge and "I Promise" oath ceremony.

In short, he said, UMS has generated a rapid development transformation in Sabah.

To this, he urged the students to study diligently and to conduct study groups so as to enhance their knowledge even better. He said as undergraduates, their studying methods are far different than when they were in secondary schools.

"In school, you receive full guidance from the teachers whereas in university, you cannot depend entirely on the lecturers alone.
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